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Introduction

By only using off-the-shelf standard commercial laptops installed with an operating 

system without any hacks or modifications, location of a Bluetooth device is obtained 

without pairing or putting the device in discovery mode. Deprived of any means of 

detecting it, users can be tracked in e.g. office environments exposing huge privacy 

issues.

Test setup

A minimum number of monitoring stations are setup as three computers are set up 

around the room to get different signal strengths on each machine. The data from the 

stations are posted to an FTP server which uses the data to position the mobile device. 

For this to work, the room of interest has to be war-walked prior to the positioning for the 

radiomap to be available. The grid on the webpage shows how the handheld device is 

moving around in the room. 

Diagram 1: Test Setup
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Abstract

An ever increasing amount of devices are becoming Bluetooth-enabled to provide 

seamless wireless communication between devices such as mobile phones and 

headsets. Though the discovery mode is only turned on while pairing, devices are far 

from un-discoverable when this mode is toggled off.

The aim of this project is to document that it is not only possible to detect a per-room 

presence, but show that it is possible to pinpoint the location of a Bluetooth device 

within a few feet. The project underscores the raising privacy concerns, as all location 

measurements is done without pairing the devices, and therefore also without 

prompting, or alerting the device-user whom is being monitored.

Results

During the Symposium, a live demonstration of the experiment will be shown and live 

plotting of the handheld devices’ positions can be viewed in the browser. The signal 

strength to positioning accuracy ratio will be shown and improvements and downfalls of 

the system will be discussed, among others the fact that only three monitoring stations 

are used, whereas a few more would yield a better result. Another point of interest is the 

war-walking, which is hard to make very accurate as the cells are one by one meter so 

the resolution naturally would not be very good. A cumulative distribution function is also 

shown to illustrate the precision.
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Methods

The positioning of the handheld device, is measured and calculated with the method 

called Location Fingerprinting. This method can be used with a range of different 

signals, e.g WIFI, Bluetooth, GSM etc, as long as the signal strength can be accessed. 

In our setting Bluetooth was used as most smartphones nowadays has a Bluetooth 

module. 

When using Location Fingerprinting, a radiomap has to be build in the setup (e.g. the 

room or building) that is supposed to be the tracking environment, and with this 

radiomap it is possible to track the handheld device. The Euclidean distance is then 

calculated in each cell in the grid of the room, where more cells require more war-

walking, but obviously also yields a better resolution and more exact positioning. At 

least three bluetooth monitors (devices for monitoring the signal) are needed to get 

unique measurements from all cells.
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